
2017-03-13 - ISDA Team - Stand-up Meeting Notes

 

Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang
BD-1270
Automate deployment of converters to dockurhub.

 

BD-1301
Add test for posting file to extractor and conversion 
endpoints.

 

BD-1286
Add Windows File Manager installer to Web page.

 

Christopher
Navarro

BD
Finish adding workflow creation to bdfiddle 
once manual tools are integrated

IN-Core/NIST
Sprint tasks - work on CGE and multi-obj 
analysis when it's ready
Fix tornado building damage bug
code review

Ergo
Continue investigating calling external services 
like datawolf from Ergo

General
Continue working on wrapping up DataWolf 4.0 
release - move JIRA issues to 4.0, finish 
changelog, tag release in git

BD
Finished BD-1504 - merged in manual tool changes and 
updated so users can create workflows for both auto and 
manual tool extraction/conversion
Updated bd-datawolf configuration file for postgres

IN-Core/NIST
Investigated and fixed small overlap fragility issue
demo video of tornado
code review

Ergo
setup local datawolf and started working on calling a datawolf 
workflow and retrieving results

General
Answered Ergo user questions
moved datawolf 3.1 issues to 4.0
Completed online ethics-misconduct training

Craig Willis NDS
iSchool pilot requirements
Single node install design

TERRA
Finalize Workbench install
Toolserver proxy (for Workbench)
Metadata pipeline design

NDS

Met with UW/iSchool pilot group. Tasks in next sprint.
New tasks for single node install in next sprint

TERRA

Workbench install complete, pending DNS/TLS
Toolserver proxy and metadata pipeline design incomplete.

David Raila
   

https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~bing
https://opensource.ncsa.illinois.edu/confluence/display/~cnavarro
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Eugene 
Roeder

SEAD

SEAD-1162 - Complete permission changes for 
"Copy Dataset" functionality
SEAD-1101 Ability to add metadata field description

GLM

Upload USGS data with modified USGS parser
GEOD-784 slider needs to match binning type
GEOD-378 dynamic header had incorrect wrapping 
issues

 

Htut Khine 
Htay Win

   

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

INCORE

Keep working on building occupancy ratio plugin

GLM

Work on Clustering for Geodashboardv2 and 
Geodashboard v3

INCORE

Worked on building occupancy ratio plugin

GLM

Clustering for Geodashboard v2 finished
Updates to cross-list filtering bugs
Some work on clustering for geodashboard v3

Inna 
Zharnitsky

   

Jing Ge
   

Jong Lee
   

Kenton 
McHenry

Big Data Hub/Big Data presentation
NCSA Software Services busniess model(s)
BD distribution plan
HR

Big Data Hub/Big Data presentation
NCSA Software Services busniess model(s)
BD distribution plan
HR

Luigi Marini BD
bdfiddle manual submission
events in mongo
Sprint planning

GLM
Parsing library

IMLCZO
Parse flux tower and other sources
Two pager on Geodashabord/Clowder setup

SEAD
Missing blobs

Clowder All Paws
BD

Finished fixing bdfiddle manual submission
started on events in mongodb
closed several old or duplicated tickets and identified new 
ones
planning meetings

GLM
IMLCZO

flux tower parser finished
SEAD

Sprint planning and reviews
More blobs meetings

Marcus 
Slavenas

BD
jupyter notebook
investigate web app for green index

GLTG
release
offline sensors
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1.  
2.  
3.  

1.  

2.  

Maxwell 
Burnette

TERRA

Fix postgres login & periods in field names on 
ROGER pipeline
bulk processing of field stitching
extractor development (geo metadata)

SEAD

finish permissions on @ comments

postgres login issue resolved
complete pipeline issues fixed & running
metadata discussion meetings
plan of attack for bulk processing - rulechecker extractor
finished @ comments PR

Michal 
Ondrejcek

MDF - Trello_MDF
follow up with MRL researchers
MRL seminar, add MDF - Mauro
convert surface diffusion records to JSON, 
GitHub

MWRD
follow up with precipitation 2016 - ISWS, MWRD

 -184, MWRD-185
d3 and dTable panes

 

Sara 
Lambert

Labs Workbench

 

 - NDS-767 Explore deploying Labs 
Workbench using Kubernetes OpenStack 

 support RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-760 Explore deploying Labs 

 Workbench on AWS RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-756 Explore improvements for 
 laptop and single-node installation (1)

RESOLVED

Revisit NDS-421, if necessary
KnowEnG

First Sprint! 

  - Jira project KNOW-71

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-81

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

  - Jira project KNOW-85

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

 

Labs Workbench

 

 - NDS-767 Explore deploying Labs Workbench using 

 Kubernetes OpenStack support RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-760 Explore deploying Labs Workbench on AWS
RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-756 Explore improvements for laptop and single-

 node installation (1) RESOLVED

 

 - NDS-802 deploy-tools deploys a crashing Workbench 

 API server in 1.0.9 release RESOLVED

 

 -  NDS-803 deploy-tools fails in the 1.0.9 release
RESOLVED

Discussed all the things
KnowEnG

First Sprint! 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-71

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-81

you don't have permission to view it.
 

Still in progress:

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-85

you don't have permission to view it.
 

AoT compile seems to be working, but rollup still failing

  - Jira project KNOW-71

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-81

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

  - Jira project KNOW-85

doesn't exist or you don't have 

permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-71

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-81

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or KNOW-85

you don't have permission to view it.
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Michelle 
Pitcel

Pull Requests
GLGVO

Continue work for GLGVO-282
Investigate graphing multiple 
parameters (GLGVO-288)

GLM 
Complete GEOD-838 (bug)

IMLCZO
Clowder example (IMLCZO-155)

Complete any changes from review
Schedule review meeting after any 
changes complete

If time: IMLCZO-124 or IMLCZO-145

Contributed to Pull Requests
GLGVO

Continued GLGVO-282
GLM 

Continued GEOD-859
IMLCZO

Continued IMLCZO-155

Omar 
Elabd

Water Network with Population Dislocation
Building Analysis

Pull Request Review
Reading Building Portfolio Paper

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-230

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-229

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-217

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-196

you don't have permission to view it.
 

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-134

you don't have permission to view it.
 

 

 -  ERGO-484 Population Dislocation Analysis Refactoring
RESOLVED

Pramod 
Rizal

KnowEnG
Document User Manual for Beta Release
Update KnowHub (KnowEnG portal) CMS and 
Amazon RDS for KnowHub.
Set up KnowEnG Dev Environment on AWS
Test Various Clustereng architecture and 
docker container orchestration strategies on 
AWS.

KnowEnG
Set up KnowEnG Dev Environment on AWS
Misc. Sys Admin supports
Test Various Clustereng architecture and docker container 
orchestration strategies on AWS.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-230

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-229

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-217

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-196

you don't have permission to view it.

  - Jira project doesn't exist or INCORE1-134

you don't have permission to view it.
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Rob 
Kooper

PEcAn
GSOC
THREDDS

LSST
minimal

SEAD
number of items in list

BD
pull requests

SEAD/IMLCZO
check clowder data

ISDA/NCSA
Bamboo security

Sandeep 
Puthanveet
il 
Satheesan

BD
Sprint tasks

DEBOD
PEARC paper

IARP
PEARc paper
Metadata integration development tasks

BD
Worked on bug in GDAL converter

DEBOD
Submitted PEARC paper

IARP
Submitted PEARc paper
Metadata integration development tasks nearing completion

Shannon 
Bradley

COE reports
BD Beta Rollout plans
BD Testing Matrix
BD JIRA
GLTG release
Luncheon
Poster
HR stuffs

COE reports not needed - meeting cancelled
Rollout Plans done
Need to start Matrix
BD JIRA - lots of mgt
GLTG and GEOD releases done
Luncheon happened
Poster is in
Lots of HR stuffs

Yan Zhao BD
Tool catalog login --should take long time

GLM
mockup for react search
localstore – before doing so make sure it is 
really a localstore.

 

Yong 
Wook Kim   - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-192

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

 

 - ERGO-482 Add feature id field in style selection 

 field CLOSED

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-228

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

 

 

 

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-192

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.

  - Jira project doesn't INCORE1-228

exist or you don't have permission to 

view it.
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